
“Everything should be made as simple as possible but not simplier” 

- Albert Einstein 



How can a molecule or atom transition between 2 states? 

State 2 

State 1 



How can a molecule or atom transition between 2 states? 











}  In thermodynamic equilibrium the # of 
transitions out of a state equals those into a 
state: 

}  The mean intensity can then be written as: 

Here n1 and n2 are the # of molecules in states 1 and 2  



g1 and g2 are the degeneracies of the 2 states 

Substituting into our expression for J: 

What does this look like?  



Equating this to the Planck function: 

We get the relationships between the Einstein A and B coefficients 



}  Sometime the energy density is used instead 
of J to define the B coefs.  Then the 
relationship differ by  



Rate of gain of photons:: 

Work with energy density: the # of transitions out of state 1 is:  

I.e. : 

Note that the energy density per solid angle is:  

What is the total emission of a 2-level system per solid angle (Ω)?  



Rate of gain of photons:: 

Total emission within a solid angle = rate of emission - absorption: 

Rearrange terms: 



Express the degeracy of states as: 

Then the old expression:  

Becomes upon rearrange terms: 

What does this look like? 



So from this: 

The absorption cross section is  

The source function is: Where: 



The absorption cross section:  

The source function: 

Becomes: 

Becomes: 

What is this term? 



For LTE: 

Approximate the band (e.g. rotational states) as at one frequency 



For LTE: 

Rotational states: population in state J / all states 

Where the partition function is: 



Measure the line intensity at T0 then figure it out at T 

~ 1 



Measure the line intensity at T0 then figure it out at T 







CO: No Q branch 



}  System in equilibrium 

}  Collisions are in thermal equilibrium 

}  Distribution of states 

}  General form of source function for this distribution of states 
and writing B coefs in terms of A coef:  

Where: 



}  Source Function:  

}  If C21 >> A21  Or ε è 1  

 1) The source function goes to LTE value 

 2) Collisions de-excite the molecule 

 If C21 >> A21  Or ε è 0  

 1) The source function is non-LTE 

 2) Spontaneous emission de-excites the molecule 

LTE:  The density is high enough to cause deexcitation: 

 

Non-LTE : spontaneous emission  is important 

 

 

 



}  HCN ν3 band  A21 = 85 sec-1 
}  Collisional de-excitation rate is ~ 6E-15 
}  Density of Non-LTE rates is 1.3E15 cm3 i.e. a 

pressure of 0.3 mbars 

Yelle & Griffith 2003 

No HCN feature HCN feature 



Images for which each pixel has a projected area of 100x100 km 
At what pixel distance would you expect to see the HCN feature? 





HD-209458b Swain, Deroo, Griffith et al. 2010  



Waldmann et al. 2012 



Zellem, Griffith et al. 2014 



Fluorescence 
Scheme for 
Jupiter 

Where does 
the energy 
come from?  




